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All ME Nebulizers are designed to be efficient and easy to use with high quality and great price based on
the principle of air flow. Its Nebulizers are compatible with most of compressors and air source. Patients are
more comfortable because of light weight of material while treatment. Avoid cross-contamination by single
patient use.
The TOR (Total Output Rate) is more 350mg/min and particles are small as 3.0um MMD that is more
75%.
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ME9531B
Adult Nebulizer kit with mask
[Nebulizer cup, L connector,
Mask, Air tube]
1pcs/bag, 50pcs/carton, 103g/bag
៤Ҏ䴶㔽䳒఼࣪༫ӊ
[䳒࣪ᵃ, ᔃㅵ༈, ៤Ҏ䴶㔽, ぎ⇨ᇐㅵ]
1 Ͼ/ࣙ, 50 Ͼ/ㆅ, 103 ܟ/ࣙ

ME7531G
Pediatric Nebulizer kit with mask
[Nebulizer cup, L connector,
Mask, Air tube]
1pcs/bag, 50pcs/carton, 92g/bag
ܓス䴶㔽䳒఼࣪༫ӊ
[䳒࣪ᵃ, ᔃㅵ༈, ܓス䴶㔽, ぎ⇨ᇐㅵ]
1 Ͼ/ࣙ, 50 Ͼ/ㆅ, 92 ܟ/ࣙ

ME9501B
Adult/Pediatric (>3 years old) Nebulizer kit
with mouthpiece
[Nebulizer cup, L connector,
Mouthpiece, Air tube]
1pcs/bag, 50pcs/carton, 75g/bag
៤Ҏ/ܓス(ϝቕҹϞ)ষ䳒఼࣪༫ӊ
[䳒࣪ᵃ, ᔃㅵ༈, ៤Ҏ/ܓスষㅵ,
ぎ⇨ᇐㅵ] 1 Ͼ/ࣙ, 50 Ͼ/ㆅ, 75 ܟ/ࣙ
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